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ABSTRACT
F Prime is an open-source framework developed at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to facilitate software development for small-scale flight systems. In addition to
providing a suite of tools for software development, F Prime enables the modeling and generation of flight software
through a MagicDraw plug-in. Systems modeling methodologies, such as Model Based Systems Engineering
(MBSE), leverage modeling languages, such as SysML, and tools, such as MagicDraw, to capture and maintain
system design. However, these methodologies typically neglect software, capturing only the system hardware and
behavior. For CubeSat projects, it is desired to develop and maintain a single system model that realizes both
hardware and software design. The F Prime MagicDraw plug-in creates an opportunity for this to occur, leveraging
both MBSE practices and F Prime modeling capabilities. This paper explores the development and application of an
F Prime MagicDraw Plug-In User Handbook. This handbook communicates how the F Prime MagicDraw plug-in
may be used to enable a model-driven approach to CubeSat flight software development. The application of this
handbook is demonstrated using the Alabama Experiment on Galactic-ray In-situ Shielding (AEGIS) project, an
educational CubeSat project currently under development by several universities led by the Alabama Space Grant
Consortium.
updated due to the burden and seemingly low value.4
CubeSat projects by design are intended to be
“lightweight” projects, and most development teams do
not have the time or resources to develop and maintain
complete and thorough documentation. Frequently,
only a minimal set of often inconsistent design
documentation is produced. CubeSat design can be
managed with minimal documentation when the project
is small and simple, but as CubeSats become more
complex and are developed across multiple
organizations, this error-prone approach proves
cumbersome and costly. This is especially true for
educational CubeSat projects, which are often
performed by students across multiple universities.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The CubeSat standard was developed to significantly
reduce the cost and development time of educational
satellite projects.1 While CubeSats were initially
viewed as toy satellites with the single purpose of
providing students with development experience, they
have since become a recognized method for performing
real scientific missions. Since the CubeSat standard was
released in 2001, out of the 855 CubeSats that have
been deployed, 57% served commercial purposes, 7%
served military purposes, and 7% served civil purposes,
and the trend to develop mission-oriented satellites has
not excluded educational CubeSat projects.2 For
universities to have sustainable CubeSat programs,
developing CubeSats with “real” payloads is essentially
a requirement.3 As CubeSats are becoming increasingly
mission-oriented, their design is becoming more
complex and difficult to manage.

Two approaches that provide CubeSat projects with a
more suitable method for capturing, maintaining, and
communicating CubeSat design are Model-Based
Systems Engineering (MBSE) and F Prime: An OpenSource Framework for Small-Scale Flight Software
Systems. This paper explores the use of these methods
through the development and application of the F Prime
MagicDraw Plug-In User Handbook.

Areas where CubeSat development teams often struggle
is in capturing, maintaining, and communicating
CubeSat design amongst stakeholders. CubeSats are no
longer simple satellites developed by small groups of
students who can easily communicate design amongst
themselves. They are full-fledged satellites, often
developed by multiple organizations, requiring
diligence to capture, maintain, and communicate
design. Traditionally, CubeSat design is captured in
documents, which are often inconsistent and rarely
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MBSE and CubeSats
MBSE is the formalized application of modeling to
support system requirements, design, analysis,
verification, and validation activities beginning in the
conceptual design phase and continuing throughout
1
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development and later life cycle phases.5 MBSE is
primarily performed using the Systems Modeling
Language (SysML).6 SysML is a systems engineering
graphical modeling language used to specify, analyze,
design, and verify complex systems. SysML models are
developed using graphical modeling tools, such as
MagicDraw. The goal of MBSE is to address the issues
commonly faced by document-centric approaches
through the development of a system model that serves
as the single source of truth for the system under
development. Its application enables stakeholders to
manage complexity by capturing system design and
providing unambiguous communication amongst
interested parties.

The F Prime Profile: The F Prime Profile refines
SysML to the F Prime flight software domain. This
enables a CubeSat developer to capture the software for
the CubeSat directly in system models. The F Prime
architecture is based on three concepts: Components,
Ports, and Topologies. Each of these and how they are
modeled using the F Prime Profile are described below.
F Prime Components: F Prime components are akin to
classes in object-oriented programming and can be
interconnected through well-defined interfaces to form
software deployments. There are three types of
components: (1) active, (2) queued, and (3) passive,
each having unique behavior. F Prime components are
defined in the F Prime Profile as generalizations of
SysML Block.

The application of MBSE to CubeSats has been fronted
by International Council on Systems Engineering
(INCOSE) Space Systems Working Group (SSWG),
which is currently developing a CubeSat Reference
Model. This reference model is part of an initiative that
was started in 2011 to demonstrate the application of
MBSE on CubeSats and provide a CubeSat reference
model that can be used as a starting point for CubeSat
development teams.7 The availability of this reference
model eases the adoption of MBSE for CubeSat
projects.
As CubeSat projects adopt MBSE, many of the issues
previously cited such as inconsistent documentation and
poor communication between stakeholders are lessened.
However, MBSE does not provide a means for
adequately capturing CubeSat software within the
system model. SysML enables the modeling of all
CubeSat subsystems and disciplines, but does not
provide a mechanism for accurately capturing CubeSat
software within the system model. To supplement
traditional MBSE and enable the inclusion of CubeSat
software design into CubeSat system models, the F
Prime software development framework can be used.

Figure 1: F Prime Components
A key step in defining components is identifying
commands, parameters, telemetry, and events for the
component. These definitions form the ground
dictionaries for each component and the collection of
these ground dictionaries forms the full CubeSat ground
dictionary.

The F Prime Framework
F Prime is an open-source framework developed at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Jet
Propulsion Laboratory to facilitate software
development for small-scale flight systems.8 This
framework establishes a standardized approach for
small-scale flight software development. This approach
consists of a C++ framework, tools for generating and
testing code, and a clear architecture that decomposes
software into discrete parts with well-defined
interfaces. F Prime also enables the modeling of
CubeSat software through the F Prime Profile and the
generation of CubeSat flight software through the F
Prime MagicDraw plug-in.
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•

Commands: Commands are instructions or
requests that the ground station can send to
components.

•

Telemetry: Telemetry channels are values
emitted by components and presented on the
ground station interface for monitoring by an
operator.

•

Events: Events are notifications emitted by
components to inform the ground station of
flight software behavior.

•

Parameters: Parameters are constant values
used by components that can be adjusted or
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updated by
operations.

the

ground

station

during

of components, ports, and topologies defined in
MagicDraw using the F Prime Profile. These XML
specifications are referred to as Application Interface
Specifications. From these Application Interface
Specifications, using the F Prime Python Autocoder
(another F Prime tool capability), C++ Application
Flight Code and ground dictionaries can be generated.

Commands, parameters, telemetry, and events ground
dictionaries are defined outside the system model using
the Extensible Markup Language (XML) and are
included in component definitions by reference.
F Prime Ports: Communication between F Prime
components is performed through invocations over
ports. F Prime ports have a type and a kind. Port types
specify the type of data that may be sent through the
port, whether sending the data produces a return value,
and the return value. Port kinds specify whether the port
is an input port or output port. Output ports send
invocations to input ports and input ports receive
invocations from output ports. Input ports are further
divided into synchronous, asynchronous, and guarded
ports. F Prime ports are defined in the F Prime Profile
as generalizations of SysML FlowPort.

Figure 4: F Prime Code Generation
Figure 2: F Prime Ports

This Application Flight Code consists of C++ code for
receiving commands and sending and receiving
invocations on ports as defined in the Application
Interface Specifications. Once Application Flight Code
is generated using the Python Autocoder, the software
developer must “fill in” the C++ classes by adding
member variables and filling in helper functions.

F Prime Topologies: F Prime topologies are sets of
connected components that form a software
deployment. The modular nature of F Prime
components allows system developers to form different
deployments with the same reusable components by
defining multiple topologies. Topologies are built using
SysML Internal Block Diagrams (IBD).

MBSE and F Prime
The combined use of traditional MBSE and F Prime
provides CubeSat projects with the ability to capture the
entire CubeSat design within a single system model.
Instead of maintaining design of various subsystems
across multiple organizations in a multitude of
documents, the CubeSat design, including its software,
can be captured and maintained in a single source of
truth. Additionally, MBSE and F Prime provide a
model-driven approach to flight software development
through code generation, establishing a strong
relationship between the system model and software
implementation.

Figure 3: F Prime Topology
The F Prime MagicDraw Plug-In: The F Prime
MagicDraw Plug-In generates XML specifications off
Rich
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THE F PRIME MAGICDRAW PLUG-IN USER
HANDBOOK

The AEGIS has two scientific missions supported by a
common instrument. The primary mission will be to
measure the performance of lunar regolith-based
shielding for reducing radiation. A secondary science
mission will be to provide data to assist in the
identification of sources and locations of gamma ray
bursts. The discussion which follows focuses on the
secondary mission for purposes of illustration.

One of the greatest challenges facing the adoption of
MBSE is its steep learning curve.9 For CubeSat projects
to leverage MBSE and F Prime and realize their
benefits, designers must first learn the fundamentals of
SysML and become familiar with tools such as
MagicDraw. This is especially problematic for
educational CubeSat projects as MBSE is rarely taught
in educational programs. The INCOSE CubeSat
Reference Model provides a useful starting point, but
does not provide rigorous details regarding how to
develop CubeSat models. Furthermore, the F Prime
Profile and MagicDraw Plug-In require expertise to
install and use as they are not standard MagicDraw
capabilities.

To perform Gamma-Ray Burst Localization (GRBS),
the science instrument is designed to operate as a
gamma-ray detector. Using this instrument, AEGIS will
record and hold energy data on a data buffer for a 24-48
hour window. This data will then be downlinked upon
request and analyzed. The downlink request will be sent
from the ground station to the CubeSat and specify a
Time Region of Interest (TOI) to be downlinked. This
TOI will either be random or based on trigger alerts
from other gamma ray burst detectors as depicted in the
Figure 5.

To facilitate the application of MBSE and F Prime to
CubeSat development, the F Prime MagicDraw Plug-In
Handbook was developed. This handbook describes in
clear steps how to leverage the F Prime Profile, the F
Prime MagicDraw Plug-In, and MBSE to achieve a
model-driven approach to CubeSat flight software
development.
The contents of this handbook are divided into two
main sections. The first section is devoted to describing
the steps necessary to (1) install and configure the F
Prime MagicDraw Plug-In, (2) develop F Prime
components, ports, and topologies in MagicDraw using
the F Prime Profile, and (3) generate XML application
interface specifications, C++ application flight code,
and ground dictionaries. The second section is devoted
to describing a CubeSat subsystem software
development process. The focus of this is on
establishing a repeatable process that can be used to
capture software for any CubeSat subsystem in a
system model.

Figure 5: AEGIS GRBS Localization ConOps
Like many CubeSats, AEGIS is being designed and
built by students across multiple universities. At this
point in its development, over 160 students have been
involved, potentially making it the largest student
CubeSat project ever. To synchronize the parallel
system development performed by these universities, a
system model is being developed to manage and
maintain AEGIS’s design. This central model serves as
the single source of truth for AEGIS’s design and is
being used to track interfaces, manage requirements,
perform mission analysis, and more. The software for
AEGIS is being developed using F Prime, and the F
Prime MagicDraw Plug-In User Handbook is being
used to apply a model-driven approach to AEGIS’s
flight software development.

The application of this handbook is demonstrated on the
science instrument of the Alabama Experiment on
Galactic-Ray In-Situ Shielding (AEGIS) CubeSat.
Notably, the software development process outlined in
the second section of the user handbook is
demonstrated.
AEGIS CubeSat
AEGIS is a 6U CubeSat currently under development
and is part of the Alabama Space Grant Consortium’s
initiative to provide educational opportunities across the
state of Alabama. While the AEGIS’s primary purpose
is educational, its development is driven by scientific
missions which, if completed, provide real value to the
scientific community. The current proposal is for
AEGIS to launch aboard the Space Launch System
(SLS) on the Artemis II mission, set to launch in 2022.
Rich

AEGIS Science Instrument Software Development
To demonstrate the use of the user handbook for the
AEGIS project, the subsystem software development
process outlined in the handbook is performed for the
science instrument.
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The subsystem software development process outlined
in the user handbook consists of five steps:
1.

Determine Software Architecture

2.

Identify Subsystem Software Needs

3.

Identify Usable F Prime Components

4.

Develop Custom Components

5.

Develop Topologies

1. Determine Software Architecture: The first step of
the subsystem software development process is
determining the overall CubeSat software architecture.
This involves using knowledge of the F Prime
framework and architecture to determine the overall
software architecture for the CubeSat. This is an
important step as F Prime is a versatile framework and
may be leveraged in a variety of configurations,
including with or without an operating system. This
flexibility requires that the role of F Prime be clearly
defined as early as possible.
For the software of the AEGIS, the architecture is
conceptualized as depicted in the Figure 6 and
described below.

At the conclusion of these five steps, the model
development portion of the software design for a
specific subsystem is complete and the code generation
capabilities can be used.
For AEGIS and many CubeSat projects, subsystems are
allocated to be developed by specific universities as
shown in Table 1. The subsystem software development
process provides the system modelers with a process
that can be performed with each subsystem developer to
incrementally capture the software for the entire
CubeSat in the system model. This promotes
collaboration between subsystem developers and
system modelers and results in a single system model
that provides the source of truth for the CubeSat’s
software.

•

The driver layer directly controls hardware and
integrates with the operating system layer.

•

The operating system layer provides tools to
the flight software layer (F Prime) and handles
resource management between flight software
layer (F Prime) components.

•

The flight software layer (F Prime) performs
mission level control and operations.

In the following sections, each step of this process is
demonstrated.
Table 1: AEGIS University Responsibilities
University

Responsibilities

University of South Alabama

Guidance, Navigation, and Control
Telemetry, Tracking, and Control

Auburn University

Figure 6: AEGIS Software Architecture
Given this architecture, it was determined that the
software developed using the F Prime framework and
captured in the model would be mission-focused, while
additional drivers would need to be developed to
perform hardware readout and control.

Mechanical and Thermal
Propulsion
Flight Software

Alabama A&M

Mechanisms

University of Alabama

Command and Data Handling

2. Identify Subsystem Software Needs: The next step
of the software development process is identifying the
software needs of the subsystem. This involves
identifying the functions the software subsystem will
need to perform to support the operations of the
subsystem of interest. For instance, if the subsystem has
features that ground control is expected to control or
alter during operations, then the software subsystem is
responsible for processing necessary ground control
commands and controlling the subsystem accordingly.
This analysis is formalized through the development of
SysML use cases, requirements, and activities. Use

Electrical Power System
University of Alabama in
Huntsville

Rich
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cases capture the stakeholder needs and are the first
step in identifying behavioral scenarios for the system,
requirements define the functions the system shall
perform, and activity diagrams depict the detailed
behavior of the system. During this step, additional
diagrams, such as SysML sequence or state machine
diagrams, may be developed.

AEGIS Activity Diagram: The activity diagram depicted
in Figure 9 was constructed to communicate how the
AEGIS CubeSat is expected to behave to perform
GRBS localization. From this, it was determined that
the science instrument requires software to perform a
variety of actions, including storing energy data,
processing an energy data downlink request, and
downlinking energy data.

To identify the software needs of the AEGIS science
instrument, the scientific mission of AEGIS and the
behavior of science instrument were considered. The
scientific mission of AEGIS was extremely important
during this step as the science instrument is the primary
means through which the scientific mission is
performed. To perform this analysis, use cases,
activities, and requirements were developed.
AEGIS Use Cases: To answer the science question
“What are the sources and locations of gamma-ray
bursts?”, the use case “Perform GRBS Localization”
was developed. This use case includes “Record Energy
Data” and “Downlink Time Region of Interest” use
cases to capture the required functionality of the
mission.

Figure 9: Perform GRBS Localization Activity

Figure 7: AEGIS Use Cases

3. Identify Usable F Prime Components: Once
software needs of the subsystem are understood, the
software development formally begins with the
selection of existing F Prime software components for
use. F Prime includes a large set of ‘health’ and
‘command’ components that provide common
services/functionality for flight software. When
possible, these components are leveraged to perform
common subsystem software functions and minimize
rework. This step involves identifying which of these
existing components can be used to meet the software
needs of the subsystem. At the conclusion of this step, a
list of predefined F Prime components that will be used
and how they will be used is constructed, leaving the
remaining software functionality to be performed by
custom components developed during the next step.

AEGIS Requirements: The main requirement “GRBS
Localization” was developed and contains the
requirements “Record Data” and “Downlink Data.”
These define the functions AEGIS must perform to
fulfill its purpose.

For the AEGIS science instrument, several existing F
Prime components were deemed necessary. These
components are listed below.

Figure 8: AEGIS Requirements
Rich
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•

TlmChan – provides storage for telemetry
channels and periodically sends them to the
ground system

•

PrmDb – loads parameters from storage to
components

•

ActiveLogger – receives logs and events for
downlink to the ground station

•

BufferManager – allocates and deallocates
variable-sized buffers for maintenance of large
data stores

•

CommandDispatcher – dispatches commands
from the ground system to all other
components

•

GndIf – provides communication with the
ground system

•

ActiveRateGroup – executes a rate group by
calling components

•

RateGroupDriver – sends messages
ActiveRateGroup to run a cycle

•

Time – provides time to all components

operator requests and receives a TOI of energy data
from AEGIS.

Figure 10: ScienceManager Component

to

Figure 11: ScienceManager Ground Dictionaries

4. Develop Custom Components: After selecting
predefined components for use, remaining gaps in the
software functionality are accounted for by developing
custom components. During this step, it may be
determined that no new components need to be
developed as F Prime provides the necessary
components to form a fully operational component set.
However, for most CubeSat projects, custom
components are necessary.

5. Developing Topology: After all necessary
components have been selected and defined, the final
step is developing the topology. This involves
interconnecting pre-defined and custom components on
an IBD to form the operational flight software
deployment for the CubeSat. If the topology is too
complex to display on a single IBD, multiple topology
views are created on separate IBDs to form the overall
topology. When this is the case, topology views are
organized according to functionality.

For AEGIS’s science instrument, it was determined that
several additional custom components were necessary
to operate the science instrument. These components
were created in the system model, given necessary ports
and ground dictionaries, and assigned to the GRBS
namespace.
The primary component developed to store and
downlink energy data was an active component called
ScienceManager. Commands, events, parameters, and
telemetry ground dictionaries were defined for the
ScienceManager component in XML and included in
the ScienceManager’s definition. Notably, a TOI
downlink command was defined. This command, when
received, prompts the ScienceManager to downlink a
specific interval of recorded energy data. This is the
primary means through which the ground station

Figure 12: AEGIS Topology Views
Rich
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For the AEGIS CubeSat, the following topology views
were developed: Commanding, Telemetry, Logging,
Parameters, Time, Health, Rate Groups, Ground. These
topology views form the overall topology for the
AEGIS flight software necessary to support the
operations of the science instrument.

Second, traceability can be established between
software, requirements, behavior, and more. This is
demonstrated in Figure 14 as the AEGIS Science
Manager component was linked to requirements
through the <<satisfy>> relationship and linked to
specific
behavior
through
the
<<allocate>>
relationship. This enables the system modeler to
establish traceability between requirements, behavior,
and design for both CubeSat hardware and software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the conclusion of this process, the software
necessary to support the operations of the science
instrument is adequately captured in the AEGIS system
model. Once this subsystem software development
process has been repeated for all AEGIS subsystems,
the software necessary to support the operations of the
entire AEGIS CubeSat will be captured in the AEGIS
system model. From there, the F Prime MagicDraw
Plug-In and Python Autocoder can be used to generate
Application Flight Code, which is then modified by the
software developer to complete the software
development cycle. The software can then be fully
tested and deployed.
With the software adequately captured in the system
model, several benefits can be realized.
First, the relationship between hardware and software
components can easily be established. For the AEGIS
CubeSat, the software simply resides on an onboard
computer. For CubeSat projects with more intricate
hardware-to-software relationships, this is an extremely
useful capability as specific software components can
be allocated to specific hardware components, clearly
capturing the relationship between the CubeSat’s
hardware and software.

Figure 14: AEGIS Traceability
Finally, leveraging both MBSE and F Prime, CubeSat
developers are able to develop a system model that
serves as the “single source of truth” for both hardware
and software design. Without F Prime, the system
model can only serves as the “single source of truth” for
hardware. However, leveraging F Prime modeling
capabilities, the model can serve as the “single source
of truth” for both hardware and software, ensuring clear
communication between stakeholders.
FUTURE WORK
Current MBSE and F Prime capabilities provide
CubeSat developers with the ability to capture both
hardware and software design in a single system model.
These capabilities ease CubeSat development and
reduce the effort required to capture and maintain
CubeSat hardware and software design. However, there
are several areas of improvement for these capabilities.
Populating the System Model Using F Prime Software
Currently, the F Prime code generation techniques only
provide the ability to generate code off the system
model. After this code is generated, if modifications are
made to the code by the software developer, the system

Figure 13: AEGIS Hardware & Software
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modeler must make these edits in the model by hand to
ensure that the model and the software align. Tools
could be developed that produce system models from
code, reducing the time it takes to update software
models based on modifications made after code
generation and increase productivity.

benefits of the user handbook is that it provides detailed
steps on how to use these tools, helping CubeSat
developers surmount the steep learning curve that often
prevents the adoption of MBSE techniques. This is
especially helpful for educational projects such as
AEGIS, which are performed primarily by students who
have minimal with MBSE methods and tools.

Enhancing Code Generation

The use of this handbook provides CubeSat developers
with the ability to capture, maintain, and communicate
CubeSat hardware and software design using a single
model, removing the need to develop and maintain
multiple design documents. As CubeSats are becoming
increasingly complex, this model-based approach helps
CubeSat development teams manage CubeSat design.
Furthermore, from the software captured in the system
model, base application flight code can be generated,
establishing a strong relationship between the modeled
software and the software implementation while
reducing the time it takes to develop flight software.

Currently, the Application Flight Code produced by the
MagicDraw Plug-In and Python Autocoder capabilities
only generate base C++ and ground dictionaries. This
base C++ then requires additional work by the system
developer to add member variables, helper functions,
and fill in handler implementations. During this step, a
gap is created between actual flight code and what is
captured in the system model. The model still captures
the major software components and interfaces of the
flight code, but does not capture the additions made by
the software developer. To fully synchronize the system
model with the resulting flight code that runs on the
CubeSat, F Prime modeling could be enhanced to
further define the software in the system model. This
would reduce the amount of additions required after
generation and help bridge the gap between the
software captured in the system model and the resulting
flight code.
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Defining Ground Dictionaries in the System Model
Currently, ground dictionary definitions must be made
in XML and assigned to specific components in the
system model by reference. This requires that these
dictionary definitions be made and maintained outside
the system model. It is desired that these ground
dictionaries be defined and maintained within the
system model, following a more model-centric
approach. These ground dictionaries could be defined in
the system model using SysML or enhancements to the
F Prime profile could be made.
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